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About us
The STAM Strategic & Partners Group Ltd trains Armed Forces, Law Enforcement,
Government Intelligence Agencies, Security Sector Reform Ofﬁcers, Corporate and
NGO. Reform joint-service specialist and professionals ready to support multilayeres
operations; develops and integrates globally executable activities and operations
capabilities supporting joint-force missions success.

Stam Mission
The STAM Strategic & Partners Group Ltd, the International Mobile Training Team (IMTT)
trains, educates, develops and manages world-class Private Sector, Military, Law
Enforcement and Security Sector Reform operators and leaders in order to provide the
Corporate and Governments with professionally trained, highly educated, innovative
and adaptive specialists.

Stam Vision
Professionalism starts here, because we train the best.
We are an adaptive institution characterized by agility, collaboration, responsibility and
integrity. We promote lifelong learning and transformation. We are the STAM Training
Division of Learning whose credibility in the production of the best operators in the
world is recognized and supported by every single member of our divisions.

Important
For our courses we follow the directives of the UK. Gov, MoD, and U.S. Directorate of Defense Trade
Control (DDTC) via International Trafﬁc Arms Regulations (ITAR).
Although we are not yet an American company, we commit ourselves to comply with ITAR
regulations, therefore some courses held by STAM Strategic & Partners Group Ltd and the
publications associated with this training may contain ITAR controlled technical data as deﬁned by 22
CFR 120.10 and they cannot be forwarded or disclosed to foreign entities, as deﬁned in 22 CFR 120.16,
without permission from the U.S. Department of State.

Instructors
STAM Strategic & Partners Group Ltd utilizes the former Nato Special Force &
SpecialOperations

Community

Specialists.

Former

US.

Department

Of

Defense/Department of Statecontractors, Italian Military and Law Enforcement
Operators & Civilian Cooperators and professionals trained by our education cadres.
STAM Strategic & Partners Group Ltd prides itself on the professionalism of its advisors
who aremindful of the proﬁle of their clients, are able to blend in with their
surroundings, while still providinga discreet but highly effective level of security.

Background
We use a unique blend of applied military intelligence techniques and targeted
development activities for travel risk prevention and business security operations. Our
approach is proven by the experience gained in operations and improves existing
security activities.

Assessment Methodology
* The evaluation and the marks is entrusted to a team of instructors who deal with the
training. This team of instructors assesses the level of progressive learning of each
individual student, through an evaluation system based on e-learning courses.
■ 1 | Pre-test
It is a written test composed of 30 questions, which serves
instructors and teachers to understand the degree of preparation
of the student before starting the course;
■ 2 | Initial test
The student will have to pass the Initial-test, during the ﬁrst phase
of each course. It is a test consisting of about 20 questions, which
must be completed in 20 minutes. This is for teachers to
understand if the ﬁrst phase of the course has been completely
learned by the student. This test is evaluative, and a score of 0 to
100 is awarded;
■ 3 | Final test
It is the ﬁnal test, a series of 20 questions that must be completed
by the student in 30 minutes. Together with the evaluations from
previous tests, they represent the ﬁnal evaluation exam for the
eligibility to receive the diploma, because it is able to put into
practice what has been learned during the course. This test is
evaluative, and a score of 0 to 100 is awarded.

* The student is assessed overall, both from the individual and group point of view.

Certiﬁcate
Upon completion of the STAM course, students that successfully
passed the ﬁnal test with a ﬁnal score of 70% or higherare, are issued
with a certiﬁcate as a test of attendance, required as part of the
registration process in the dedicated sectors.

CHANGE THE WAY YOUR
ORGANIZATION THINKS
BECAUSE SMARTER WINS
Whether your employees travel regularly for work or simply make an
occasional trip abroad, our digital learning courses will introduce them
to the most important aspects of security and prevention against
anthropic and natural risks, important elements for travel security.

ONE SUBSCRIPTION:
ACCESS-TO-ALL
All courses are accessible through one subscription and can be used
across multiple devices. STAM e-learning courses are interactive and
designed to ensure that students are adequately prepared to better
manage risk before traveling. The acquired learning also guarantees
students to know how to respond in the event of a potential crisis
during the trip. Credits earned from online courses may count toward
fulﬁllment of Specialized Certiﬁcate Program.

Admissions Criteria
The admission criterias is subject to the evaluation of the CV, which
must be sent to

training.division@stamsolutions.com.

Who should participate
These courses are designed for anyone traveling abroad for business or personal travel.
It is important to understand that not all countries are at risk, but most countries present
internal security risks which can be minimized through proper awareness training and
planning. Today people cannot think of traveling underestimating certain aspects of
personal safety.

These courses are intended for:
■ Contractors

■ Busines travelers

■ Sabbatical years students

Course structure parameters
1

Introduction

2

Journey Management

3

Security

4

Awareness

5

Management

6

Evacuation

■ People in Holidays

■ Working abroad (Ex-Pat)

■ Travelers
■ Etc.

1 H.E.A.T. Contractors on deployed operations (CONDO)

DEFSTAN 05-129 and Ministry of Defence (mod) - DEFCON 697
(online e-learning)
■ Number of Days
3

■ Total training hours
30 h
■ Learning Objectives

■ Course Certiﬁcate:

Deployed

The H.E.A.T. course it has been designed

STAM H.E.A.T. Contractorr On Deployed

Overseas to support Armed Forces,

to provide adequate and professional

Operations (CONDO) certiﬁcation, fully

Corporate,

preparation for contractors operating in

compliant with DEFSTAN 05-129 and

high-risk countries.

DEFCON 697.

■ Course Overview
Intended

for

Contractors

Ngo,

Media.

Updated

Understanding of Cultural, Regional
and Military Areas on Deployment.

Background Description
The online course will cover H.E.A.T. Contractors on Deployed Operations (CONDO) DEFSTAN 05-129 and Ministry
of Defence (MOD) – DEFCON 697, Security Risk Management and operations in high risk areas broken down into
individual training modules.

Module 1
Protective Intelligence [10 h]
Topics
→ Intelligence Gathering
→ Threat assessments, threat analysis & target identiﬁcation process
→ Operations planning & management
→ Actionable early warning through networks & relationships building
→ Opinion & Sentiment Tracking
→ Strategic Messaging & Communications
→ Logistic Operations management

Module 2
CONDO organization and responsibilities, welfare and discipline [10 h]
Topics
→ Leaders framework
→ GPS & mapping navigation
→ Introduction on TCCC
→ Personal security procedures
→ Anti-Kidnap techniques & security awareness for hostile environments
→ Security convoy, single & multiple ambush live fire situations

Module 3
Working alongside Close Protection Ofﬁcers [10 h]
Topics
→ Working alongside Close Protection Officers and the use of armoured vehicles
→ Checkpoint awareness
→ Ballistic threats / danger area Mines / IEDs / UXOs
→ Introduction TLC mission critical
→ Vehicle / aircraft / helicopter procedures

2 Travel security risk for organization (online e-learning)

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
4h
■ Learning Objectives

■ Course Overview
Intended

for

businessmen

and

This course has been designed to provide organizations and corporates with

professionals who routinely travel to

adequate professional training regarding personal security and risk prevention for

work in countries considered to be of

businessmen and professionals operating in high risk countries, and who are

high anthropogenic and natural risk.

exposed to continuous risks due to travel for business reasons.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM Travel security risk for organization certiﬁcation.

Background Description
The online course will cover all security procedures topics that professionals of important corporations and
organizations operating in high risk areas must compulsorily adopt for the protection of their personal security and
of the belonging organization.

Module
Travel security risk for organization [4 h]
Topics
→ Risk assessment and contingency planning
→ TLC mission communications & security
→ Native ﬁxer selection
→ Hotel & safe house selection
→ Cultural awareness
→ Conﬂict management & strategic comunications
→ Detainment, kidnap and hostage survival
→ Vehicle travel and security
→ Road Trafﬁc Incident
→ Money for freedom practice
→ Medical support
→ Country evacuation planning

3 Travel risk for personal or recreational traveler (online e-learning)

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
2h

■ Learning Objectives

■ Course Overview
Intended

for

tourists

traveling

to

This course has been designed to provide tourists with adequate professional

countries considered to be at high

training in personal security and risk prevention, especially when traveling in

anthropogenic and natural risk.

countries considered to be at high risk.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM Travel risk for personal or recreational traveler certiﬁcation.

Background Description
The online course will deal with all safety procedures topics that tourists who choose to travel to high-risk countries
must necessarily adopt, to protect their personal safety, without underestimating this absolutely important aspect.

Module
Travel risk for personal or recreational traveler [2 h]
Topics
→ Cultural awareness
→ Hotel & safe house selection
→ Native ﬁxer selection
→ Recognising dangerous situations
→ Behavior to deal safely with supercile bureaucrats, car theft and robbery
→ Behavior to be taken in the face of an illegal arrest or abuse of power
→ Money for freedom practice
→ Anti-Kidnap techniques

4 360° Situational Awareness (online e-learning)

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
4h

■ Learning Objectives

■ Course Overview
Intended

for

tourists

traveling

to

This course has been designed to provide tourists with awareness of their

countries considered to be at high

surroundings and the ability to identify potentially dangerous situations while

anthropogenic and natural risk.

traveling that is a state of mind and for this reason anyone can use these incredible
principles of protection and therefore develop an advantage tactical when it
comes to recognizing criminal behavior and dangers. By hiring and being
mentally prepared to evade threats.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM 360° Situational Awareness certiﬁcation.

Background Description
This course has been designed to provide tourists with awareness of their surroundings and the ability to identify
potentially dangerous situations while traveling that is a state of mind and for this reason anyone can use these
incredible principles of protection and therefore develop an advantage tactical when it comes to recognizing
criminal behavior and dangers. By hiring and being mentally prepared to evade threats. The 360° Situation
Awareness Traveler program is an important tool to empower your mind for this mission. Intelligence techniques
are used as important security tools to help take a more proactive stance and to anticipate, recognize and avoid
dangerous and threatening situations while traveling and out. The program is based on a proven pattern of
recognition and circumvention resulting from ﬁeld-proven intelligence techniques and procedures, which imparts
a strong personal protection system to mitigate risk.

Module
360° Situational Awareness [4 h]
Topics
→ Build a well-oriented travel security mindset
→ Determine weaknesses and evaluate travel readiness
→ Elicitation & counter-elicitation techniques
→ Body language & behavior risk indicator
→ Conﬂict management & strategic communications
→ Escape & Evasion
→ Country evacuation planning

5 Terrorism Awareness (online e-learning)

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
2h

■ Course Overview
Intended

for

tourists

■ Learning Objectives
traveling

to

The Terrorism Awarenss online course is intended for specialized security for

countries considered to be at high

business or recreational travelers who travel to countries with a high incidence of

anthropogenic and natural risk.

terrorism. The course integrates awareness of terrorism and preparation of active
shooters with best practices that emphasize early action through pre-planning,
identiﬁcation, proﬁling and priority objectives. It teaches all those procedures to be
able to assume the right behavior and adopt the right protocols while traveling.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM Terrorism Awareness certiﬁcation.

Background Description
The Terrorism Awarenss online course is intended for specialized safety for business or recreational travelers who
travel to countries with a high incidence of terrorism. The course integrates awareness of terrorism and preparation
of active shooters with best practices that emphasize early action through pre-planning, identiﬁcation, proﬁling
and priority objectives. It teaches all those procedures to be able to assume the right behavior and adopt the right
protocols while traveling.
The terrorism outreach course is specially designed to raise awareness of the types of attack, including areas such
as lone wolf acts, coordinated attacks, improvised explosive devices, chemical, biological and even nuclear
products. It provides the traveler with a valid tool to be always prepared for the management of a terrorist
emergency.

Module
Terrorism Awareness [2 h]
Topics
→ Travel planning and analysis of potential risks
→ Hotel & safe house selection
→ Introduction on OPSEC procedures
→ Recognition, avoidance
→ Body language & behavior risk indicator
→ Native ﬁxer selection & elicitation
→ Terrorism and advanced active shooter awareness
→ Country evacuation planning

6 Anti Kidnap & Hostage Awareness Training (online e-learning)

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
2h

■ Course Overview
Intended

for

tourists

■ Learning Objectives
traveling

to

Kidnapping & hostage awareness training is specially designed to teach travelers

countries considered to be at high

the principles, protocols and methods of kidnapping prevention and survival while

anthropogenic and natural risk.

traveling in all environments, especially in those countries where this type of risk is
constant.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM Anti Kidnap & Hostage Awareness Training certiﬁcation.

Background Description
Kidnapping and hostage awareness training is specially designed to teach travelers the principles, protocols and
methods of kidnapping prevention and survival while traveling in all environments, especially in those countries
where this type of risk is constant. This is a truly unique comprehensive training course that provides information
for a speciﬁc awareness about the risks and preventing, avoiding and surviving a kidnapping.

Module
Anti Kidnap & Hostage Awareness Training [2 h]
Topics
→ Travel planning and analysis of potential risks
→ Hotel & safe house selection
→ Native ﬁxer selection & elicitation
→ Indicators of suspicious activity identiﬁcation & introduction on OPSEC procedures
→ Analysis of the sophisticated kidnapping techniques used by criminal and terrorist organizations
→ Elicitation techniques
→ Conduct after capture (CAC)
→ Country evacuation planning

7 H.E.E. (Hostile Environment Escape & Evasion (online e-learning)

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
2h

■ Course Overview
Intended

for

tourists

■ Learning Objectives
traveling

to

The Hostile Environment Escape & Evasion (H.E.E.) course is speciﬁcally designed

countries considered to be at high

to prepare staff to travel to complex, difﬁcult or high-risk areas. It provides

anthropogenic and natural risk.

information, tactics, techniques and procedures at the operational level of escape
and evasion, from environments or countries where the level of security has been
compromised and there are no longer any conditions of permanence.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM H.E.E. (Hostile Environment Escape & Evasion) certiﬁcation.

Background Description
The Hostile Environment Evasion& Escape (H.E.E.) course is speciﬁcally designed to prepare staff to travel to
complex, difﬁcult or high-risk areas. It provides information, tactics, techniques and procedures at the operational
level of escape and evasion, from environments or countries where the level of security has been compromised and
there are no longer any conditions of permanence. This course is based on speciﬁc procedures typical of covert
operations in countries considered to be at high risk and can be used to deal with situations in which the individual
has been illegally detained, transported, imprisoned in a kidnapping, invasion of a hotel, intrusion hostile business
or if forced to ﬂee or evacuate from a global hot spot, following speciﬁc rules that determine success or failure in
escape operations.

Module
H.E.E. (Hostile Environment Escape & Evasion) [2 h]
Topics
→ Travel safety and risk mitigation procedures planning
→ Social engineering use and secrets to your tactical advantage
→ Risk exposure reduction procedures
→ Winning mindset development during detention & CAC procedures
→ Elicitation & human lie detector techniques
→ Hands-on practical tactics for evasion & escape
→ Country evacuation planning

8

Travel business intelligence
organizations (online e-learning)

&

counter

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
8h

■ Course Overview

■ Learning Objectives

intelligence

inside

Intended for traveling businessmen

The Travel business intelligence &counter intelligence inside organizations course

and

possible

is speciﬁcally designed to prepare businessmen and coprorate managers,

targets of foreign intelligence activity,

engaged in business travel, to protect themselves and their company’s

or unfair competitor activity.

informations and projects from possible Foreign Intelligence Entities (FIE)

corporate

managers,

activities and unfair competitors.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM Travel business intelligence & counter intelligence inside organizations certiﬁcation.

Background Description
The Travel business intelligence & counter intelligence inside organizations course is speciﬁcally designed to
prepare businessmen engaged in business travel to protect themselves and their company’s informations and
projects from possible Foreign Intelligence Entities (FIE) activities and unfair competitors. Techniques are taught to
identify potential business espionage actions against themselves and against their company.

Module
Travel business intelligence & counter intelligence inside organizations [8 h]
Topics
→ Thwarting enemy intelligence entities activities
→ Foreign Intelligence Entities (FIE) identiﬁcation inside to organization
→ Potential vulnerabilities identiﬁcation residing within each business travel
→ Counter-intelligence protection activities during business travel and important project overseas
→ Integrating intelligence, counter-intelligence sops into business security program.

9 Security travel in Latin America (online e-learning)

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
2h

■ Course Overview

■ Learning Objectives

Intended for tourists traveling to Latin

The Security Travel in Latin America course is speciﬁcally designed to prepare

American countries, where there are

tourists

risk levels absolutely linked to speciﬁc

adherent and speciﬁc dangers and threats.

who travel to Latin American countries to protect themselves from

regional realities.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM Security Travel in Latin America certiﬁcation.

Background Description
The online course will cover all the topics of the safety procedures that tourists who choose to travel to Latin
American countries must necessarily adopt, to protect their personal safety, without underestimating this
absolutely important aspect. Latin America has speciﬁc risks which must be constantly monitored, linked to the
presence of criminal organizations that have a long tradition of kidnapping.

Module
Security travel in Latin America [2 h]
Topics
→ Travel safety and risk mitigation procedures planning
→ Hotel & safe house selection
→ Native ﬁxer selection & elicitation
→ Indicators of suspicious activity identiﬁcation
→ Protocols of conduct towards illegal police activities
→ Behavior to be taken in the face of an illegal arrest or abuse of power
→ Money for freedom practice
→ Socio & Cultural Awareness inside typical slum communities (Favelas, Comunas etc.), Criminal & drug cartels risk
awareness.
→ Anti-Kidnap techniques
→ Country evacuation planning

10 Security travel in Middle East Countries (online e-learning)

■ Number of Days
1

■ Total training hours
2h

■ Course Overview

■ Learning Objectives

Intended for tourists traveling to Middle

The Security Travel in Middle East course, is speciﬁcally designed to prepare

Eastern countries, where there are

tourists who travel to Middle East countries, to protect themselves from adherent

levels

and speciﬁc dangers and threats.

of

risk

absolutely

linked

to

speciﬁc regional realities, which involve
illicit activities of great social and
geopolitical

importance

such

as

terrorist activities.

■ Course Certiﬁcate:
STAM Security Travel in Middle East Countries certiﬁcation.

Background Description
The online course will cover all the topics of the safety procedures that tourists who choose to travel to Middle East
countries must necessarily adopt, to protect their personal safety, without underestimating this absolutely
important aspect. The Middle East has speciﬁc risks which must be constantly monitored, linked to they presence
of terrorist organizations that have a long tradition of kidnapping.

Module
Security travel in Middle East Countries [2 h]
Topics
→ Travel security and risk mitigation procedures planning
→ Hotel & safe house selection
→ Native ﬁxer selection & elicitation
→ Protocols of behavior within Islamic communities
→ Money for freedom practice
→ Terrosim risk awareness
→ Anti-Kidnap techniques
→ Country evacuation planning
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